Welcome Brothers and Sisters of the Way! I have come today to each of you to give you a
wider perspective from that which you may have already gleaned from your short but intensive
experiences with Rule 1 for Group Initiation. Your understandings and interpretations have all
been acknowledged and in doing so I wish to elaborate a little that may assist you in making
up you mind as to whether you may continue with your studies of the following 13 Rules or
not.
I have called this Discourse “Exposé of Purity”, for indeed you have not in Truth grasped the
depth of such Purification. By further preparations and deeper contemplations away from the
objective nature of Purity through the Concrete Mind to a place where you will discover a far
greater subjective Quality through the Abstract Mind. That Mind which later, I shall explain in
more detail as the Disciple and Initiate continues to build the Antahkarana and thus establishes
a direct channel of communication between the Monad and the personality. Here, the lower
mind becomes fused with the Abstract Mind or Higher Mind (the Manasic Principle,
Sublimated and Purified), and gradually the Soul is; to use a peculiar but sensitively expressing
word; by-passed. It has by now served its purpose. Love and Light are in expression in the
physical plane life. But neither the personality vehicle nor the Soul Body is required, as under
the old conditions. Their place can now be taken by the Spiritual Triad and the Monad; the
Essential Life of both the lower aspects (creative in nature and expressive of Loving Intent as
to Purpose) can now be withdrawn.
Triplicity, from the angle of the three periodical vehicles; Monad, Soul and Personality; is
resolved into duality, and the Monad (reflected in the Triad) can now work upon the lower
planes through the medium of a definitely Created Personality or "Point of Tension" in all the
three worlds; the physical, mental and emotional. It is to this that the Rules will show without
deception. When applied with purposeful and committed study, in terms of the individual
Disciple and Initiate, whilst the life in which the Soul is "by-passed" and its ring-pass-not is
destroyed, is of such profound difficulty that it is sometimes called the life of crucifixion or of
renunciation. It is this aspect of Purity which the New World Servers must identify and in turn
Qualify in their own lives, if they are going to step Fully into the Christ Consciousness of the
Full Embodiment of the Walking Christ here upon the Earth.
We are, however, concerned with the interpretations of the Rules as it affects individuals before
they truly grasp the new concepts of working solely within a Group Environment. For while
individuals continue to see themselves as individuals or individuals in group formation, who
choose to continue any development of existing group structures, without a form and structured
foundation in accordance to Universal Laws, their efforts shall be in vain and shall only strive
to limit their own and their present group growth to previously understood concepts and
parameters of how a group should look. Any group that has been created on old human beliefs
or old human conditions or without compliance to Universal Laws will be unable to pass
through the Rings of Consciousness aforementioned. Today, we seek only to exemplify,
Groups that are being constructed, whereby they are consciously preparing themselves for joint
Initiation of all its Members. It is by adhering to the ancient dictum that "as it is with the

Macrocosm, so will it be with the microcosm," and by the application, therefore, of the Law of
Analogy, that we shall eventually arrive at a Real Comprehension of the Evolution of
Humanity.
It is for the guidance of the Disciples and Initiates of the world today, that this Trial Study of
Rule 1 through the Elemental Grace Alliance has been created, developed and meticulously
adhered to, in accordance to the Rules for Group Initiations. For without these Rules, and their
understanding, one’s progress either as a individual or as an Integral Group, the Work needed
to be completed in the shortest times possible will be hindered. We cannot make this point
clearer to you at this crucial point for the coming of the Christed Ones.
Our aim here then is to lift the aspirant's eyes away from him/her self and his/her own growth
to a vaster Conception and a Universal Ideal. An Ideal that also moves one away from any
further Astral Plane Creations. The Astral Plane is where the personality projects him/her self
to undergo further restricted and limiting aspects of their own human experiences; so that they
may Know the difference between what is Real and what is not. Eventually however, every
Disciple and Initiate must pass through the Astral Levels of Dimensions and it is to this effect
that I write today as part of the Abstract Creations of Purity that will ultimately Serve All
Initiates to penetrate beyond the Rings of Consciousness of the Astral dimension.
The True Mark of the Initiate is his/her lack of interest in him/her self, in his/her own
unfoldment and his/her own personal fate, and all Aspirants who become Accepted Disciples
have to Master the technique of disinterestedness. Their eyes have also to be lifted away from
the group of workers and from the Hierarchy which they constitute, and to be fixed on wider
horizons and vaster Realms of Activity. That IS the Great Creative Plan, its Laws and
Techniques of Unfoldment, and the Work of the Builders of the Universe that are dealt with;
emerging out of the mass of imparted facts, and underlying all the teaching, was the idea of a
Greater Life with its own psychology and ideas. It was an attempt to give a synthetic picture
of the unfolding Mind of God as It works out Its Plans through the lesser Sons of Mind. In
symbolism and archaic phrases, it veiled the Truths and Principles which lie at the root of the
Creative Process, and in its entirety is beyond the grasp of the advanced Disciple. At the same
time, it is a most valuable compendium of information, and will serve to convey Truth and to
develop the intuition.
It is this problem of Energy Units old group structures, and their mutual interplay which
underlies the entire subject of the Rays which we shall seek to investigate further. Every group
in the world is a nucleus for the focussing and interplay of the Seven Types of Force, just as
every human being is also a meeting place for the Seven Types of Energy, two in the ascendant
and five less potent. Every group can consequently be a creative centre and produce that which
is an expression of the controlling energies and of the directed thought of the thinkers in the
group.
From the standpoint of Those Who See and Guide, therefore, every group is constructing
something that is relatively tangible and governed by certain building Laws. The Great Work
of the Builders proceeds steadily. Often that which is built is inchoate, futile and without form
or purpose, and of no use to either gods or men. But the race as a whole is now coming into an
era wherein the mind, is becoming a potent factor; many are learning to hold the mind steady
in the Light, and consequently are receptive to ideas hitherto unrecognised. If a New Group of
Minds, Constructed in a Group Antahkarana can be so drawn together and fused into an

adequate Synthesis, and if they (in their individual and daily meditation) keep Focussed or
Oriented towards that which can be apprehended, Greater Concepts can be grasped and Greater
Ideas Intuited. Men and Women can train themselves—as a New Group with a Combined
Forcefield of Focused Intentions, to think these Intuited Ideas of the True and the Beautiful and
of the Plan into Manifested Existence, and thus a Creation of Beauty, Embodying a Divine
Principle, can be Built. Ponder on this, seek to fit yourselves for the registering of these
potential Ideas, and train yourselves to Formulate them into thoughts and to transmit them so
that others can apprehend them also. This is the Nature of the Real Work to be done by the
New Groups and Initiates today, who can grasp this Idea and have the opportunity to do some
of this Pioneering Work.
Always the individual of advancement and of poise has been able to do this intuiting, and to
concretise the idea. Groups of Disciples and Initiates meditating synchronously should now
attempt to do the same. The effort to Synchronise effort does not relate so much to the time
element as to Unity of Intent and of Purpose.
There is to be found today in the Realm of the Intuition much wonder; this can be contacted. It
is now the privilege of the race to contact that "Raincloud of Knowable Things" to which the
ancient Seer Patanjali refers in his fourth book; the race, through its many Aspirants and
Disciples and Initiates, can today Precipitate this "Raincloud" of Consciousness, so that they
can register those Contacts. Hitherto, this has been the privilege of the Illumined, but no longer
such Consciousness limited to such privileged persons. Today it is available to all who have
extended themselves through the Higher Training of Higher Awareness within the Laws and
Rules toward expanded awareness. In this way the New Age of World Servers are being
ushered in and the New Knowledge will enter into the Minds of all of Humanity, One Universal
Law and One Rule at a time.
In undertaking to reveal something anent the Purity of the Nature of the Seven Rays, I feel it
necessary to remind all of you who take up this Study that any speculation as to the emanating
Source of the Rays must remain profitless until there is developed within each Disciple and
Aspirant that apparatus of response and that Sensitive mechanism which will enable him or her
to Register a wider Field of Contacts than is at presently seen as possible. Many are as yet in
the Initial stage of registering an Awareness of a Field of Expression through Formulas of
Approach. However, now being unaware of such things is no excuse; the Field of Soul
Awareness can become a Field of Creative Expression for them, should they apply themselves
to this New Awareness and implementation of their new-found potentialities.
It must therefore be remembered that we are dealing with Life Expression here, through the
medium of matter-form. The Highest Unity will be cognised only when this dual relation is
Perfected. The theory of the One Life may be held, but I deal not basically with theory but with
that which may be Known, provided there is Growth and Intelligent Application of Truth. I
deal with possibility and with that which is capable of achievement. Many, these days like to
talk and think in terms of that One Life, but it remains but speech and thought, whilst the True
Awareness of that Essential Unity remains a dream and an imagining. Whenever this Reality
is put into words duality is emphasised and the Spiritual controversy is enhanced. Take for
example the words: "I believe in the One Life" or "To me, there is but one Reality," and note
how they are in their phraseology an expression of duality. Life cannot be expressed in words
nor can its realised Perfection. The process of "Becoming," which leads to "Being," is a Cosmic
Event, involving All Forms, and no Son of God lies separated from that mutable process as yet.
As long as he is in form he cannot Know what Life is, though, when he has attained certain

steps and can function on the Higher Planes of the System in Full Awareness, he can begin to
glimpse that incredible Reality. Certain Great Initiates, down the ages, have fulfilled their
function of Exposers of the Truth, and have held before the eyes of the pioneering Disciples of
life the Ideal of Oneness and of Unity. It has nevertheless been a matter of shifting the focus of
attention progressively out of one form into another, and thus, from a Higher Standpoint getting
a fresh glimpse of a possible Truth. Each Age (and the present is no exception) has believed its
grasp of Reality and its Sensitivity to the Inner Beauty to be Greater and nearer the True than
was ever previously possible. The Highest Realisation of what is termed the One Life is the
awareness (of the Initiate of High Degree) of the Embodied Logos, of Deity, and His
Identification with the Consciousness of that stupendous Creator Who is Seeking Expression
through the medium of the Solar System. No Initiate on the planet can Identify him/her self
with the Consciousness of that Identified Being (in the esoteric sense of the term) Who,
speaking in the Bhagavad Gita, says: "Having pervaded the entire universe with a fragment of
Myself, I remain."
These thoughts I commend to your consideration and to your careful pondering, begging you
to see to it that there is a steady expansion of your sense of awareness and a growing capacity
to make understanding contacts with that emerging Truth, Reality and Beauty which the
Universe Declares. Guard yourself at the same time from mystical rhapsodies anent the One
Life, which are apt to be no more than the negation of all mental apprehension and a luxuriating
in the sensuous perception of a Highly Developed and High Grade Emotional Nature.
You have before you Dear Brothers and Sisters through this Ring of Consciousness, that which
has been called the Elemental Grace Alliance, where these potentialities are being offered to
any person or group who is open to extend themselves toward these added benefits and
advantages of more accurate understanding of human growth and development at this most
auspicious time upon the planet.
In closing I wish to add this, in around 2025, new Life Expressions will begin to Manifest upon
the planet through humanity. The Path of the Way toward this is through the New Groups of
World Servers. These New Life Expressions will be the Creation of Beauty, as an Expression
of Truth, through the free interplay of Life and Form, basing the Design of Beauty upon the
Initial Plan as it Exists in the Mind of the Solar Logos. The Body of Manifestation of this Life
has not yet been revealed, but the Activity Emanating from it shall produce combinations of
sounds, colours and word music that expresses—through the Form of the Ideal—that which is
the originating Idea.
Before this can truly Manifest, there is a great deal of Work to do to clean up this planet of
ALL limiting and negative and ill-conceived thought forms. While present day creations are
held within the old constructs of knowledge and perceived realities, this Beauty, and these
Levels of Purification will not be Realized.
Until next we speak, "Let the Disciple and Initiate Live in Love, and Love in Life."
Your Brother
Djwhal Khul

